A voice messaging method, comprising: a sender converged messaging client initiates a session invitation and has a media negotiation with a converged messaging server, wherein the session invitation carries voice message recipient information and indicates this session for voice messaging; the sender converged messaging client transmits voice data to the converged messaging server on the basis of the media negotiation result; the converged messaging server encapsulates the received voice data as a voice message and stores the voice message in message storage server; the recipient converged messaging client retrieves the voice message from the message storage server. A voice messaging system, the converged messaging server and a client are products respectively corresponding to the above-described method or certain steps therein.
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a converged messaging client at a sender side initiates a session invitation, in which the session invitation carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging

a media negotiation is implemented between the converged messaging client at the sender side and a converged messaging server

the converged messaging client at the sender side sends voice data to the converged messaging server according to a result of the media negotiation

the converged messaging server encapsulates the received voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server

a converged messaging client at a receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server
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Starting

a converged messaging client at the sender side sends a session invitation which carries an identifier of a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging

signaling interaction is performed among the converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side and a converged messaging server at the receiver side, so as to complete a media parameter negotiation

a user at the sender side starts voice messaging, and the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user in real time to the converged messaging server at the receiver side

the converged messaging server at the receiver side receives the voice data, encapsulates the voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server to which the user at the receiver side belongs

the message storage server at the receiver side sends a notice to the user at the receiver side

the user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server at the receiver side after receiving the notification message, and plays the voice message to the user

Ending
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801

- a converged messaging client at the sender side sends a session invitation which carries a group identifier or the identifier of each user in a group and indicates this session is for voice messaging

802

- signaling interaction is performed among the converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side, the group control server and the converged messaging server to which each user at the receiver side belongs, so as to implement a media parameter negotiation

803

- a user at the sender side starts voice messaging, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user to the group control server in real time, and the group control server sends the voice data of the user to each converged messaging server at the receiver side

804

- each converged messaging server at the receiver side receives the voice data, encapsulates the voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server to which the corresponding receiver user belongs

805

- each message storage server at the receiver side sends a notice to the corresponding user at the receiver side to inform the user at the receiver side of the delivery of the new voice message

806

- each user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the receiver message storage server to which the corresponding user belongs after receiving the notification message, and plays the voice message to the user

End
a converged messaging client at a receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server. The information on a voice message receiver carried in the session invitation may be a user identifier, and the voice data may be sent by the converged message client at the sender side to the converged messaging server to which a voice message receiver belongs through the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP). The information on a voice message receiver carried in the session invitation may be a group identifier or a user identifier of each user in a group. The converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data to a group control server through the RTP, and the group control server sends through the RTP the voice data to each converged messaging server to which the voice message receiver belongs.

A converged messaging server, includes: a media negotiation unit, a voice data receiving unit and a voice message generation unit.

The media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging client at a sender side after a session invitation is initiated by the converged messaging client at the sender side, and the session invitation carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

The voice data receiving unit is configured to receive voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side.

The voice message generation unit is configured to encapsulate the voice data received by the voice data receiving unit into a voice message and store the voice message in a message storage server.

A converged messaging client, includes: a session initiation unit, a media negotiation unit and a voice data sending unit.

The session initiation unit is configured to initiate a session invitation, and the session invitation carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

The media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging server after the session invitation is initiated by the session invitation initiation unit.

The voice data sending unit is configured to send voice data to the converged messaging server according to a negotiation result from the media negotiation unit.

A voice messaging system, includes: an above-mentioned converged messaging client which is at a sender side, an above-mentioned converged messaging server, a message storage server and a converged messaging client at a receiver side.

The message storage server is configured to store a voice message.

The converged messaging client at the receiver side is configured to acquire the voice message from the message storage server.

The converged messaging server may be configured to directly receive voice data transmitted by the converged messaging client at the sender side, or to indirectly receive the voice data transmitted by the converged messaging client at the sender side via a group control server.

The message storage server may be further configured to, after storing the voice message, transmit a notification message to a user at the receiver side.

The disclosure relates to the field of communication, in particular to a voice messaging method, a voice messaging system, a converged messaging server and a converged messaging client.

BACKGROUND

A converged messaging service is a novel messaging service developed in the last few years. The purpose of developing the service is to implement the interworking and converging of multiple messaging services, provide a unified messaging service and bring a consistent and convenient messaging service experience to a user. At present, a typical converged messaging service is a Converged IP Messaging (CPM) service launched by Open Mobile Alliance (OMA). The CPM service converges multiple conventional messaging services, including Instant Message (IM), Push-To-Talk over Cellular (POC), Mobile E-mail (MEM), Short Messaging Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) and the like.

However, converging or interworking with a voice mail service is not taken into consideration in a conventional converged messaging service system. With an Internet Protocol (IP)-based voice mail service, the user can record and transmit a voice message to another user at any time anywhere, and can also manage the stored voice message in a visual way like managing an E-mail. The IP-based voice mail service is convenient to use, can provide a good user experience, and has been loved by more and more users. If the IP-based voice mail service can be converged with the conventional converged messaging service to enable the converged messaging service user to transmit, receive and manage the voice message through the converged messaging service system, the user experience can certainly be further improved.

SUMMARY

To this end, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a voice messaging method, a voice messaging system, a converged messaging server and a converged messaging client, which can solve the problem that a voice message cannot be transmitted, received or managed through a converged messaging service system, thus improving the user experience.

In order to realize the purpose above, the technical solution of the embodiments of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

A converged messaging method, includes:

a converged messaging client at a sender side initiates a session invitation, and has a media negotiation with a converged messaging server, in which the session invitation carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging;
the converged messaging client at the sender side sends voice data to the converged messaging server according to a result of the media negotiation;
the converged messaging server encapsulates the received voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server; and
According to the voice messaging method, the voice messaging system, the converged messaging server and the converged messaging client in the embodiments of the disclosure, the converged messaging client at the sender side initiates the session invitation which carries the information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session for voice messaging, and has the media negotiation with the converged messaging server; the converged messaging client at the sender side transmits the voice data to the converged messaging server according to the media negotiation result; the converged messaging server encapsulates the received voice data into the voice message, and stores the voice message in the message storage server; and the converged messaging client at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server.

Optionally, in S101, when it needs to leave a message, the converged messaging client (i.e., the sender) initiates the session invitation, and the information on the voice message receiver carried in the session invitation is a user identifier. Correspondingly, in S102, the media negotiation is to reach a parameter required by subsequent voice data real-time transmission. Correspondingly, in S103 and S104, after the user at the sender side starts voice messaging, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data in real time through RTP to the converged messaging server to which a voice message receiver belongs; and the converged messaging server receives the voice data, packs and encapsulates the voice data into the voice message, and stores the voice message in the message storage server.

Optionally, in S101, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the session invitation after creating the voice message for the user, the information on the voice message receiver carried in the session invitation is a group identifier or a user identifier of each user in a group. Correspondingly, the media negotiation in S102 is a negotiation about a media parameter between the converged messaging client at the sender side and the group control server and a media parameter between the group control server and each converged messaging server. Correspondingly, in S103 and S104, the user at the sender side starts voice messaging, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user in real time. Specifically, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data to the group control server through RTP, and then the group control server transmits the voice data through RTP to each converged messaging server to which a voice message receiver belongs; and each converged messaging server receives the voice data respectively, packs and encapsulates the voice data into the voice message, and stores the voice message in the message storage server to which the user at the receiver side belongs.

Optionally, the message storage server sends a notification message to the user at the receiver side after storing the voice message, and the user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server, and plays the voice message to the user.

The embodiment of the disclosure further provides a converged messaging server, and as shown in FIG. 2, the converged messaging server includes: a media negotiation unit, a voice data receiving unit and a voice message generation unit.

The media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging client at a sender side after a session invitation is initiated by the converged messaging client at the sender side. The session invitation carries information on a voice receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

The voice data receiving unit is configured to receive voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side.

The voice message generation unit is configured to encapsulate the voice data received by the voice data receiving unit into a voice message and store the voice message in a message storage server.
The disclosure further provides a converged messaging client, and as shown in FIG. 3, the converged messaging client includes: a session initiation initiation unit, a media negotiation unit and a voice data sending unit.

The session initiation initiation unit is configured to initiate a session invitation which carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

The media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging server after the session invitation is initiated by the session initiation initiation unit.

The voice data sending unit is configured to send voice data to the converged messaging server according to a negotiation result from the media negotiation unit.

The embodiment of the disclosure further provides a voice messaging system, and as shown in FIG. 4, the system includes: a converged messaging client at a sender side, a converged messaging server, a message storage server and a converged messaging client at a receiver side.

The converged messaging client at the sender side is the converged messaging client as shown in FIG. 3.

The converged messaging server is the converged messaging server as shown in FIG. 2.

The message storage server is configured to store a voice message.

The converged messaging client at a receiver side is configured to acquire the voice message from the message storage server.

Optionally, the converged messaging server is configured to directly receive voice data sent from the converged messaging client at the sender side, or to indirectly receive the voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side through a group control server.

Optionally, the message storage server is further configured to, after storing the voice message, send a notification message to a user at the receiver side.

It should be noted that the converged messaging server in the above-mentioned embodiments is a generic term of the converged messaging server to which a sender belongs and the converged messaging server to which a receiver belongs.

The converged messaging server in the embodiments of the disclosure is a broad concept, may specifically be a converged messaging server in a narrow sense, or may also be a combination of multiple function entities (including the converged messaging server in the narrow sense). When the converged messaging server is the converged messaging server in the narrow sense, functions of the converged messaging server in the embodiments of the disclosure are independently implemented by the converged messaging server in the narrow sense. When the converged messaging server is the combination of the multiple function entities, the functions of the converged messaging server in the embodiments of the disclosure are implemented by the cooperation of the multiple function entities. In other words, the converged messaging server may be a general pronom of a signaling negotiation (session invitation receiving and processing) function unit, a voice data receiving function unit and a function unit for encapsulating the voice data into the voice message, and may specifically consist of one or more (physical- or logic-level) servers. The entities providing these functions are called collectively the converged messaging server in the embodiments of the disclosure. In practical deployment, the function units may be separately deployed, or may also be merged in a converged messaging server. Specifically, when the voice data is transmitted (on a media plane), the converged messaging client at the sender side may directly communicate with the converged messaging server at the receiver side, or may also communicate with the converged messaging server through the converged messaging server at the sender side.

In a scenario of a group, the converged messaging client at the sender side needs to communicate with the converged messaging server to which each receiver belongs through the group control server.

The technical solution of the disclosure is further described below with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments in detail.

### Embodiment 1

In this embodiment, a converged messaging service user leaves a voice message to another converged messaging service user.

Specifically, a converged messaging client at the sender side sends a session invitation which carries an identifier of a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging; the converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side and a converged messaging server at the receiver side perform signaling interaction to implement a media parameter negotiation; a user at the sender side sends voice, and the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user in real time; the converged messaging server at the receiver side receives the voice data, packs and encapsulates the voice data into one voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server to which a user at the receiver side belongs; the message storage server sends a notice to the user at the receiver side, and the user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server, and plays the voice message to the user.

A system architecture of this embodiment is as shown in FIG. 5. The system includes a converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the receiver side, a message storage server at the receiver side and a user equipment at the receiver side (namely a converged messaging client at the receiver side).

A flowchart of this embodiment is as shown in FIG. 6. The process includes the following steps:

**S601**: a converged messaging client at the sender side sends a session invitation which carries an identifier of a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

**Session Invitation Protocol (SIP)** may be adopted for the transmitting and receiving of signalings in a converged messaging service system. In the step, the session invitation may be sent through an SIP INVITE request, a Request-Uniform Resource Identifier (Request-URI) of the SIP INVITE request is set to be an identifier of a receiver user, a Header of the SIP INVITE request indicates this session is for voice messaging (or that a destination end of this session is a user supporting a voice message), and for example, a Feature Tag, which is added for indicating the implementation of this solution, can be set in an Accept-Contact Header Field.

**S602**: signaling interaction is performed among the converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side and a converged messaging server at the receiver side, so as to implement a media parameter negotiation.

Taking SIP as an example, after receiving the SIP INVITE request generated in the previous step, the converged mes-
saging server at the sender side forwards the SIP INVITE request according to the identifier of the receiver user carried in the SIP INVITE request; the converged messaging server acquires the identifier of the receiver user carried in the request after receiving the request, learns about that this session is for voice messaging, and returns an SIP 200 OK response; the SIP 200 OK response is returned to the converged messaging client at the sender side via the converged messaging server at the sender side; the converged messaging client at the sender side finally sends back an SIP ACK message.

Individual network entities implement the media parameter negotiation at the same time of executing the above-mentioned signaling interaction. The media parameter negotiation may be implemented through the Session Description Protocol (SDP).

S603: a user at the sender side starts voice messaging, and the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user in real time, the voice data is received by the converged messaging server at the receiver side.

The voice data may be transmitted through RTP in real time. In this embodiment, the converged messaging client at the sender side transmits in real time the voice data of the user to the converged messaging server at the receiver side through the converged messaging server at the sender side.

S604: the converged messaging server at the receiver side receives the voice data, packs and encapsulates the voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server to which the user at the receiver side belongs.

The converged messaging server at the receiver side may pack and encapsulate the voice data through Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME); and then the converged messaging server at the receiver side may store the encapsulated voice message in a message storage server at the receiver side through an APPEND instruction of Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP).

S605: the message storage server at the receiver side sends a notification message to the user at the receiver side to inform the user at the receiver side of the delivery of the new voice message.

The message storage server at the receiver side may send a notification message to the receiver user by means of prior arts such as a short message.

S606: the user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server at the receiver side after receiving the notification message, and plays the voice message to the user.

The user equipment at the receiver side may acquire the voice message from the receiver message storage server by means of a FETCH instruction of IMAP.

Embodiment 2

In this embodiment, a converged messaging service user leaves a voice message to a converged messaging service user group (namely multiple converged messaging service users).

Specifically, a converged messaging client at the sender side sends a session invitation which carries a group identifier or the identifier of each user in a group and indicates this session is for voice messaging.

in the step, taking SIP as an example, the session invitation may be transmitted through an SIP INVITE request, a Request-URI parameter of the SIP INVITE request is set to be an identifier of a user group at the receiver side or an identifier of a group control server (for the latter, the identifier of each user at the receiver side needs also to be listed in a message body), a Header of the SIP INVITE request indicates this session for voice messaging (or that a destination end of this session is a user supporting a voice message), and for example, a Feature Tag which is added for indicating the implementation of this solution, can be set in an Accept-Contact Header Field.

S602: signaling interaction is performed among the converged messaging client at the sender side, a converged messaging server at the sender side, the group control server and the converged messaging server to which each user at the receiver side belongs, so as to implement a media parameter negotiation.

Taking SIP as an example, after receiving the SIP INVITE request generated in the previous step, and the converged messaging server at the sender side forwards the SIP INVITE request according to the identifier of the user group at the receiver side or the identifier of the group control server carried in the SIP INVITE request; the group control server forwards the INVITE request to each receiver according to the group identifier or the identifier of each receiver user carried in the INVITE request after receiving the request; each converged messaging server at the receiver side acquires the identifier of the corresponding receiver user carried in the request after receiving the request, learns about that this session is for voice messaging, and returns an SIP 200 OK response; the SIP 200 OK response is returned to the converged messaging client at the sender side via the group control server and the converged messaging server at the sender side; the converged messaging client at the sender side finally sends back an SIP ACK message.

Individual network entities implement the media parameter negotiation at the same time of executing the above-mentioned signaling interaction. The media parameter negotiation may be implemented through the SDP.
S803: a user at the sender side starts voice messaging, the converged messaging client at the sender side sends the voice data of the user to the group control server in real time, and the group control server sends the voice data of the user to each converged messaging server at the receiver side.

The voice data may be transmitted through RTP in real time. In this embodiment, the converged messaging client at the sender side transmits in real time the voice data of the user to the converged messaging servers at the receiver side through the group control server.

S804: each converged messaging server at the receiver side receives the voice data, packs and encapsulates the voice data into a voice message, and stores the voice message in a message storage server to which the corresponding receiver user belongs.

Each converged messaging server at the receiver side may pack and encapsulate the received voice data through MIME; and then each converged messaging server at the receiver side may store the encapsulated voice message in a message storage server at the receiver side through an APPEND instruction of IMAP.

S805: each message storage server at the receiver side sends a notice to the corresponding user at the receiver side to inform the user at the receiver side of the delivery of the new voice message.

Each message storage server at the receiver side may transmit a notification message to the corresponding receiver user by means of prior arts such as a short message.

S806: each user equipment at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the receiver message storage server to which the corresponding user belongs after receiving the notification message, and plays the voice message to the user.

Each user equipment at the receiver side may acquire the voice message from the corresponding receiver message storage server by means of a FETCH instruction of IMAP.

The above are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A voice messaging method, comprising:
   initiating, by a converged messaging client at a sender side, a session invitation, and having a media negotiation with a converged messaging server;
   sending, by the converged messaging client at the sender side, voice data to the converged messaging server according to a result of the media negotiation;
   encapsulating, by the converged messaging server, the received voice data into a voice message, and storing the voice message in a message storage server; and
   acquiring, by a converged messaging client at a receiver side, the voice message from the message storage server,
   wherein the session invitation carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging,
   wherein the session invitation is initiated through a Session Invitation Protocol (SIP) INVITE request,
   wherein a Request-Uniform Resource Identifier (Request-URI) of the SIP INVITE request is set to contain the information on the voice message receiver,
   wherein a Feature Tag which indicates that this session is for voice messaging is added in an Accept-Contact Header Field of the SIP INVITE request,
   wherein the converged messaging server encapsulates the received voice data through Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME),
   wherein the converged messaging server stores the encapsulated voice message in the message storage server through an APPEND instruction of Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP); and
   wherein the converged messaging client at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server by means of a FETCH instruction of IMAP.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the information on a voice message receiver carried in the session invitation is a user identifier, and
   wherein the voice data is sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side to the converged messaging server to which a voice message receiver belongs through the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP).

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the information on a voice message receiver carried in the session invitation is a group identifier or a user identifier of each user in a group, and
   wherein the sending, by the converged messaging client at the sender side, voice data to the converged messaging server comprises:
   sending, by the converged messaging client at the sender side, the voice data to a group control server through the RTP; and
   sending, by the group control server, the voice data to each converged messaging server to which the voice message receiver belongs through the RTP.

4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   sending, by the message storage server, a notification message to a user at the receiver side after storing the voice message.

5. A converged messaging server, comprising:
   a memory;
   one or more processors; and
   a media negotiation unit, a voice data receiving unit and a voice message generation unit, these units are stored in the memory and executed by the one or more processors,
   wherein the media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging client at a sender side after a session invitation is initiated by the converged messaging client at the sender side,
   wherein the session invitation carries information on a voice receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging,
   wherein the voice data receiving unit is configured to receive voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side, and
   wherein the voice message generation unit is configured to encapsulate the voice data received by the voice data receiving unit into a voice message and store the voice message in a message storage server,
   wherein the session invitation is initiated through a Session Invitation Protocol (SIP) INVITE request,
   wherein a Request-Uniform Resource Identifier (Request-URI) of the SIP INVITE request is set to contain the information on the voice message receiver,
   wherein a Feature Tag which indicates that this session is for voice messaging is added in an Accept-Contact Header Field of the SIP INVITE request,
   wherein the voice message generation unit encapsulates the received voice data through Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME),
   wherein the voice message generation unit stores the encapsulated voice message in the message storage
server through an APPEND instruction of Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP); and
wherein the converged messaging client at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server by means of a FETCH instruction of the IMAP.

6. A converged messaging client, comprising:
a memory;
one or more processors; and
a session invitation initiation unit, a media negotiation unit and a voice data sending unit, these units are stored in the memory and executed by the one or more processors,
wherein the session invitation initiation unit is configured to initiate a session invitation which carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging,
wherein the media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging server after the session invitation is initiated by the session invitation initiation unit, and
wherein the voice data sending unit is configured to send voice data to the converged messaging server according to a negotiation result from the media negotiation unit,
wherein the session invitation is initiated through a Session Invitation Protocol (SIP) INVITE request, wherein a Request-Uniform Resource Identifier (Request-URI) of the SIP INVITE request is set to contain the information on the voice message receiver,
wherein a Feature Tag which indicates that this session is for voice messaging is added in an Accept-Contact Header Field of the SIP INVITE request,
wherein the voice message generation unit encapsulates the received voice data through Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME),
wherein the converged messaging server comprises:
a second memory;
one or more second processors; and
a media negotiation unit, a voice data receiving unit and a voice message generation unit, these units are stored in the second memory and executed by the one or more second processors,
wherein the media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging client at a sender side after a session invitation is initiated by the converged messaging client at the sender side, wherein the session invitation carries information on a voice receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging,
wherein the voice data receiving unit is configured to receive voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side, and
wherein the voice message generation unit is configured to encapsulate the voice data received by the voice data receiving unit into a voice message and store the voice message in a message storage server,
wherein the message storage server is configured to store a voice message, and
wherein the converged messaging client at the receiver side is configured to acquire the voice message from the message storage server,
wherein the session invitation is initiated through a Session Invitation Protocol (SIP) INVITE request, wherein a Request-Uniform Resource Identifier (Request-URI) of the SIP INVITE request is set to contain the information on the voice message receiver,
wherein a Feature Tag which indicates that this session is for voice messaging is added in an Accept-Contact Header Field of the SIP INVITE request,
wherein the voice message generation unit encapsulates the received voice data through Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME),
wherein the converged messaging client at the receiver side acquires the voice message from the message storage server by means of a FETCH instruction of the IMAP.

7. A voice messaging system, comprising:
a converged messaging client at a sender side, a converged messaging server, a message storage server and a converged messaging client at a receiver side, wherein the converged messaging client at the sender side comprises:
a first memory;
one or more first processors; and
a session invitation initiation unit, a media negotiation unit and a voice data sending unit, these units are stored in the first memory and executed by the one or more first processors,
wherein the session invitation initiation unit is configured to initiate a session invitation which carries information on a voice message receiver and indicates this session is for voice messaging,
wherein the media negotiation unit is configured to have a media negotiation with a converged messaging server after the session invitation is initiated by the session invitation initiation unit, and
wherein the voice data sending unit is configured to send voice data to the converged messaging server according to a negotiation result from the media negotiation unit,
wherein the converged messaging server is configured to receive voice data sent by the converged messaging client at the sender side, or to receive the voice data sent from the converged messaging client at the sender side via a group control server.

9. The system according to claim 7, wherein the message storage server is further configured to, after storing the voice message, send a notification message to a user at the receiver side.

10. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
sending, by the message storage server, a notification message to a user at the receiver side after storing the voice message.

11. The method according to claim 3, further comprising:
sending, by the message storage server, a notification message to a user at the receiver side after storing the voice message.

12. The system according to claim 8, wherein the message storage server is further configured to, after storing the voice message, send a notification message to a user at the receiver side.

* * * * *